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Welcome!

We have compiled knowledge for the various types of poker in our rules for poker games section. There are additional sections that cover the rules for tournament poker, no limit & pot limit as well as other casino games. After you learn the basis you need to learn your odds, SMART Poker Manager has software for real time advice while you play.
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		Complete ruling of your favorite game

		
		
		Welcome to the complete poker guide where we are here for one reason; to inform you of every single rule imaginable.  We have detailed information on the common rules for nearly every game played online.
		With the growing number of different games available, knowing the rules is becoming more and more important these days.
		 Once you have a good understanding of the guidance in general you may want to apply your new knowledge by playing some online gameplay.
		 We have added below some of our favorite places to play online.


		Learn the regulation

		We have very detailed articles about the poker law for nearly every variation of the game. Obviously, Texas Hold’em rules are the most common advices you need to know. Beyond that we have write-ups on other topics such as:

			Omaha
	Omaha Hi/Low
	Razz
	H.O.R.S.E.
	Seven Card Stud
	Stud 8 or Better
	Badugi
	Deuce to Seven Triple Draw


		We also provide you with a nice set of reference downloads to help you in learning these great games.  If you would like to learn the rules for poker games not listed here please be sure to contact us and let us know.  
		We are always studying up on rules and want to bring you a complete guide.

		The how-to guide

		Here at WCFCG we not only bring you individual poker game level, we go a step further. 
		 We have sections dedicated to proper behavior when playing and general house best practices.
		 Basically, just general poker knowledge that everyone should know and abide to.
		 Obviously, these may be slightly different depending on the setting and location you are playing.
		
We also bring you general rules on tournaments and no limit vs. pot limit games.
		 Our explanations may be helpful if you are a newcomer to the game. If you are reading our guidelines and find a term you aren’t familiar with, search for it in our glossary and likely it will give you the definition.

		Lastly, for a refresher on what hands beat what we have put together a section 100% focused on that.
		 This consists of some general hand ranking stuff that might be helpful to newcomers or those that haven’t played in a while.
		  We are constantly adding to and expanding advices. 
		  We hope you learn the ins and outs and find that it helps you become a better player in general.
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